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UNITY IN
DIVERSITY
INDIA IS a country of multi-ethnic culture where people belonging to
different religious, racial, cultutral and lingual identities live together
harmoniously. However, in the present time, various untoward incidents are
affecting the communal harmony in different parts of the country.
Communal harmony is the hallmark of democracy in a country governed by
the rule of law.

SUMMARY

Communal harmony means that people of different religions, castes, creeds,

sex and different background live together in the society with love and peace
amongst them. Communal harmony strives to create goodwill and harmony
among various communities. The national foundation for communal

CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that communal violence is one of the biggest
problems our country is facing today. The result of communal violence is
the loss of private property in the form of household articles of families,
moveables and loss of earning by loss of lives of bread earners. Even

harmony(NFCH) and observes communal harmony campaignand observes

Communal peace and harmony gets completely shattered after any

communal harmony campaign and fundraising week every year from 19th to

communal violence.So it is necessary that our agencies must work in fair

25th November.

and just manner and they have to take prompt action to control the

The NSS UNIT of MGM DENTAL COLLEGE ,NAVI MUMBAI celebrated

communal violence and to maintain the communal harmony .

communal harmony week.Various events like skit,march-past,patriotic
singing etc took place.
As part of this campaign, march-past and communal harmony flag day was
celebrated on 25th Novemberon 25 November 2021 at MGM dental College
and Hospital,Navi Mumbai by the

faculty,post graduate students,NSS

volunteers,students and non-teaching staff.
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